
Family Life At Sea: Anecdotes And Advice
From Eleven Mums Who Are Living Aboard
And Sailing Around The World With Their
Families
Embrace the Adventure and Live the Dream

Setting sail on a life of adventure can be an incredibly fulfilling experience,
especially for families who are seeking a unique and unforgettable way to
spend time together. For moms who are considering taking the plunge and
living aboard a sailboat, the journey can be even more rewarding.

In this article, we bring you anecdotes and advice from 11 experienced
mothers who have embarked on this adventurous lifestyle. Their stories
and insights offer a glimpse into the challenges and joys of living aboard
and sailing around, providing valuable guidance for those who are
contemplating a similar path.
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Anecdotes from the Open Sea

Emily, Mother of Two: "Initially, I was hesitant about our decision to
live aboard with young children. However, it turned out to be the most
incredible experience we could have given them. They learned
resilience, independence, and a deep appreciation for the natural
world."

Sarah, Mother of Three: "Adjusting to life in a small space was a
challenge, but we quickly realized that minimalism can be liberating.
We learned to value experiences over material possessions and to live
with less."

Jessica, Mother of One: "Sailing taught my daughter the importance
of teamwork and problem-solving. Every task on board required
cooperation and critical thinking, which has fostered her confidence
and independence."

Amelia, Mother of Four: "Living aboard has allowed us to travel to
remote destinations that would be inaccessible by land. We've
witnessed the wonders of nature firsthand, from whales breaching to
dolphins frolicking alongside our boat."

Rebecca, Mother of Two: "The unpredictability of sailing has taught
our children to be adaptable and resourceful. They've learned to
handle unexpected situations with calmness and courage."

Advice for Aspiring Cruising Moms

Plan Meticulously:
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Consider the size and layout of your boat to ensure it meets your
family's needs.

Set a realistic budget and be prepared for unexpected costs.

Research the best destinations for your cruising lifestyle and plan
your itinerary accordingly.

Pack Smartly:

Prioritize essential items and pack light.

Opt for versatile clothing that can serve multiple purposes.

Store belongings securely to prevent damage in rough seas.

Establish a Routine:

Create a schedule for meals, chores, and activities to maintain a
sense of normalcy.

Involve children in age-appropriate tasks to foster their
responsibility.

Take designated breaks and relaxation time to prevent burnout.

Embrace the Unknown:

Be prepared to encounter unexpected challenges and learn from
them.

Don't let setbacks deter you from pursuing your dream.

Use obstacles as opportunities for growth and resilience.

Foster a Positive Mindset:



Remember that living aboard is a choice, not a sacrifice.

Focus on the incredible experiences and memories you're
creating as a family.

Keep a gratitude journal to appreciate the unique aspects of your
journey.

Additional Tips for Cruising with Children

Educational Opportunities:

Use the open ocean as a living classroom to teach science,
geography, and history.

Encourage children to participate in sailing drills and learn basic
navigation skills.

Explore homeschooling or online learning options to provide
continuity in their education.

Safety First:

Establish clear safety rules and ensure children wear life jackets
at all times.

Teach them basic boat maintenance and emergency procedures.

Keep a first-aid kit and basic medical supplies on board.

Create a Community:

Join cruising clubs and online communities to connect with other
families and share experiences.



Attend boat shows and regattas to learn from other sailors and
expand your network.

Cherish the Experience:

Create traditions and rituals to make your sailing journey
unforgettable.

Celebrate special occasions and milestones on the open sea.

Capture your memories through photos, videos, and journals to
share with your loved ones.

Living aboard and sailing around can be an extraordinary adventure for
families who are seeking a life less ordinary. The experiences, challenges,
and rewards that come with this lifestyle are unparalleled. By embracing
the unknown, planning meticulously, packing smartly, establishing a routine,
and fostering a positive mindset, mothers can navigate the open seas
confidently and create lifelong memories with their families. So hoist the
sails and set course for a journey that will forever change your lives.
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